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Abstract
Charcoal hearths experienced a golden age during the period leading up to the Industrial
Revolution, as population growth, large-scale conflict and transportation increased the need
for smelted iron and tar. Charcoal production led to the establishment of numerous charcoal
hearths in the Brandenburg state of Germany. Mainly covered in forests during the era of
large-scale charcoal production, the land cover was ideal for charcoal production since wood
was in plentiful supply. The geomorphology of the landscape surrounding the study area near
Horstwalde lends itself to two distinct and different types of charcoal hearths. The parabolic
dunes and glacial ice pushed ridge offer the needed slope for sloped hearths, while the
intermittent flatland in between these dunes is more suitable for flatter hearths. This study
aims to show any statistical relationships that may exist between the size, slope and former
land cover of the hearths located near Horstwalde. It uses DEMs produced using LIDAR data
to measure slope and size of several hearths. A topographic map made in 1841 is used to
determine former land cover. The results show a strong relationship between inner and outer
slopes, a weaker relationship between slopes and sizes, and a large variance in both slopes
and sizes coinciding with a variance in land cover.
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Introduction
In the period leading up to the Industrial Revolution, the world was already in need of many
items that required a sort of “industrial” level of processing, such as small arms to fight
Europe’s many wars, ploughs for larger yields in the agricultural sector and tar to keep the
hulls of ships watertight (Raab et al., 2015). To facilitate the processes to convert the raw
resources to their respective end products, fuel sources were in equally high demand. One
preferred fuel source widely used was charcoal: it burned at double the temperature of wood,
had a lower ash, sulphur and phosphorous content leading to cleaner and less harmful smoke,
and had only 1/3rd the weight and half the volume of the same amount of wood (Straka et al.,
2014). Charcoal hearths were an important boon to blooming pre-industry in the run-up to the
larger scale Industrial Revolution, especially in areas surrounding industry centres like the
iron works in Brandenburg, Germany (Raab et al., 2015). Still, the study of these relict
charcoal hearths is only a fairly recent endeavour, as poor in-field visibility due to weathering
and ploughing has made them hard to spot. Luckily, with new advances in geospatial
mapping such as LIDAR, high-density DEMs (digital elevation models) can be manufactured
which enable researchers to look for small changes in relief to find the characteristic ditches
and bumps associated with relict charcoal hearths. Using this data, researches have located
charcoal hearths in multiple continents and have discovered significant differences in the
appearances and functionality of these hearths (Raab et al., 2017).
While these differences have been noted, there has yet to be a study which researches
the distribution of all of these differences and how they may relate to one another. Therefore,
this research focuses on measuring four different distinct values that charcoal hearths have –
their size, their inner and outer slope and the land cover of the area they are located in – and
analyses the spatial and statistical distribution of these parameters and whether or not they
significantly influence each other. This is done by both in-field and remote measuring using
ArcGIS and by statistical analyses including regression and variance tests.
The research takes place in the Baruther ice-marginal valley near the village of
Horstwalde in the state of Brandenburg, Germany. This valley was formed during
Weichselian ice age (De Boer, 2000). Meltwater and the deposition of material that came
along with it resulted in largely flat valleys (De Boer, 1995). In the northern part of the valley,
sequences of parabolic dunes were formed in colder periods with little vegetation and western
winds (De Boer, 2000). Further southwards, the Lange Horstberge was formed, with
relatively flat land in between these two formations. Because the area exhibits such a great
degree of both sloped and flat land, it is an ideal location for this research.
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Relevance
The research is set to further the understanding of what type of hearth might be located at
certain locations, and to reveal possible influences that led to the spatial and statistical
distribution of the hearths. This may be used by other researches in the field of relict hearths
to limit their research area or to know what kind of hearths to look for in the field or on their
DEM, effectively increasing their efficiency in identifying hearths. It also makes it easier for
governments to cordon off any areas for archeological research.
Since the area of the research and the associated methodology are relatively new and
therefore original, it might be interesting for educational parties to look into possibilities to
transform the procedures laid out in the final thesis into an educational module. The
combination of GIS-skills with statistical analyses in Matlab can provide students with an
insight as to how multiple skillsets and programs might be needed to tackle a research
problem like this one.
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Research aims
This research will first aim to locate as many relict charcoal hearths within the assigned study
area near Horstwalde, Germany, using high density LIDAR data. With these hearths located,
they will be validated in-field to see if they are actually relict charcoal hearths and not, for
example, accumulated substrate around trees. The research will then start focusing on
assigning the hearths values of size, slope and land cover, which are retrieved by ArcGIS
analysis. Using these values, analyses will be performed to see if there are relations between
parameters, which may lead to new insights to how and why certain hearths were built on the
locations their ruins stand today. The main research question is:
How are the size, slope and former land cover of relict charcoal hearths spatially
and statistically distributed, and what are the statistical relationships between these
parameters?
In order to obtain enough information to answer this question, three different sub
questions will be posed. These are the following:
1. What is the spatial and statistical distribution of charcoal hearths sizewise?
To answer this subquestion, a DEM will be made from UvA-owned LIDAR data. In this
DEM, measurements will be made using the “interpolate line” function of the 3D Analyst
extension for ArcGIS. These measurements will then be plotted as a histogram and on a DEM
of the research area to show their statistical and spatial distribution.
2. What is the spatial and statistical distribution of charcoal hearths slopewise?
For the answer to this question, the previously made DEM will be used to create profile
graphs for both the inner and outer slope of the hearths. These profile graphs are then
analysed by determining the height difference between their starting and ending points, which
are divided by the distance they cover. These values are then also plotted as histograms and
mapped out.
3. What is the spatial and statistical distribution of charcoal hearths in terms of historic
landscape cover?
To answer this question, a topographical map from 1841 will be loaded into ArcGIS, after
which the hearths are cross-referenced with this map. The hearths are then assigned values
based on the land cover of 1841 that they occupy. Again, these values are plotted as
histograms and placed on the DEM.
To accurately answer the main research question, all data found during the answering of the
sub questions are plotted in scatterplots, after which regression models are fitted to test the
influence the factors of diameter, slope and land cover may have on each other, and to test the
statistical significance of these influences.
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Theoretical Framework
In order to be able to research the size, slope and land cover of these relict charcoal hearths, it
is necessary to establish the definitions of the methods used and the concepts covered. This
paragraph will explain the most important terms used in the research.
Charcoal hearths
In order to convert wood to the more efficient fuel source of charcoal, one important element
was needed: a controlled oxygen flow to prevent the wood to ash completely away and
instead experience heavy carbonisation (Straka et al., 2014). This was achieved by the
process described in figure 1, although the scale could differ greatly: charcoal hearths
generally ranged anywhere from 5 to 30 metres in diameter (Raab et al., 2017). The area was
first flattened if necessary, after which a ditch of 40 centimetres in width was dug to prevent
forest fires from spreading (Raab et al., 2015). Wood was then collected in a pyre, which was
covered with substrate and brushwood from the nearby surroundings (Raab et al., 2015). The
hearth was then lit with small holes to control the airflow and enable the carbonisation (Raab
et al., 2015). After carbonisation was complete, charcoal was raked out of the mound and
ended up in the ditch before being transported away, leaving visible black circles around
some relict hearths (Raab et al., 2015). Hearths could be used once or more frequently, which
is often visible in the thickness of the charcoal layer found in the soil underneath the hearth
(Raab et al., 2017). Most hearths were set up in the 17th, 18th and 19th century, after which
charcoal production in this fashion became impractical due to heavy regulations set forth by
the presiding Prussian government (Raab et al., 2015).
Hearths were built on both flat and sloped areas, with sloped areas accommodating
easier transport of fuel into the hearth and charcoal away from the hearth (Raab et al., 2017).
Flat land, however, made it easier to construct larger hearths (Raab et al., 2017). Charcoal
hearths from a similar period of those found in Brandenburg have been discovered in the U.S.
states of Pennsylvania and Connecticut, which were built on sloped areas as opposed to the
flat land used in Brandenburg (Raab et al., 2017). These sloped hearths were on average
smaller than those built on flat areas (Raab et al., 2017).
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Figure 1: The production of a charcoal hearth on a sloped surface in 8 phases: (a)
the site before construction; (b) preparation of the platform by flattening of a platform and
excavation of a ditch on the downslope side, (c) accumulation of wood fuel for the first
charcoal hearth; (d) harvest of the charcoal in downslope directions; (e) site is covered with
substrate taken from around the charcoal hearth; (f) accumulation of wood to fuel the second
charcoal hearth; (g) harvest of the charcoal; (h) relict charcoal hearth on modern hillslope.
(Raab et al., 2017)
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LIDAR
LIDAR technology, short for Light Detection and Ranging, is a relatively recent development
which allows for high-resolution DTM (digital terrain models) to be constructed, with
vertical accuracies of up to 10 centimetres (Zhang et al., 2003, Carter, et al., 2012). The
process as used in this research – airborne LIDAR - works by attaching a laser scanner to an
aircraft which subsequently records the x, y and z-coordinates of the area over which the
aircraft flies (Challis, Carey, Kincey & Howard, 2011). After manually labelling and
classifying any irregular features, a high density point cloud is generated that can be
converted to a digital elevation model and some derivatives thereof (Zhang et al., 2003).
DEM
DEM, meaning Digital Elevation Model, is a dataset showing the elevation of a certain area.
DEMs can afterwards be converted to numerous derivative rasters, with the following being
of great importance for this research: hillshade or shaded relief maps which show a greyscale
map with different illumination values determined from the user-set angle of light, slope
maps which use a colour gradient to show slope intensity of an area, and aspect maps which
show the prevalent slope direction found in a given area. The mean resolution of the DEM
used in this research is almost 0.5 metre per measurement.

Figure 2: A section of the research area as depicted in (from left to right) a DEM, hillshade,
slope, and aspect map.
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Methodology
In the following paragraph, the methods used to answer the research questions will be
elaborated upon.
Literature study
To understand the dynamics of charcoal hearths, their spatial dispersion, and their possible
locations in the fieldwork area, one must first read up on the basics of charcoal production
using the hearth method. Extensive literature study is done within the relatively small
scientific field concerning charcoal hearths, providing the insight needed to detect hearths
from LIDAR data and direct observation in the field. The literature study also shows the
difference in sloped hearths versus flat ones (further in this text elaborated upon), an
important difference which this research sheds more light on.
ArcGIS analysis
From the original 49 UvA-owned LIDAR tiles, four are used to conduct this research – the
same ones that are manually explored during the fieldwork period. With the DEM created
from the four LIDAR tiles of the fieldwork area, numerous analyses using ArcGIS are done.
Firstly, a combination of the DEM and the hillshade map is used to check for the
characteristic dimples of relief found on hearth sites. When spotted, any sufficient number of
cross sections using the 3D Analyst toolbox found in ArcGIS are made to check whether or
not the dimple actually may be a charcoal hearth or not, for example, a tree around which soil
has accumulated.

Figure 3: A suspected charcoal hearth in (from left to right) a hillshade map and DEM, with
the characteristic two ditches and a higher middle in the right cross section.
Further analyses are needed to answer the three sub questions posed in this research:
ArcGIS analysis - size
Size is the first parameter that is researched. Larger hearths meant more charcoal produced,
but also more wood needed to fuel the process and longer burning times (Raab et al., 2016).
This may have affected their spatial dispersion. Along with this, hearths built on slopes in
other parts of the world were an average smaller than their peers on flat ground due to the
need to create a platform for the hearth to stand on, which would complicate the construction
of the hearth (Raab et al., 2017). To research this, size data is collected for every hearth by
analysis using ArcGIS. The size parameter best suited for quantitative analysis is the size of
the inner diameter of the hearth (the distance between the lowest points of both ditches). The
first step in taking the measurements is combining the aspect map with the point feature layer
containing the hearths, using the Extract Values to Points function to assign the points their
respective slope direction as derived from the aspect map. Subsequently, a cross section
parallel to the slope direction and as close through the centre of the hearth as visually can be
determined is made, followed by a cross section that is perpendicular to the slope direction.
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Inner diameter is calculated as an average based on these two measurements and is entered
into the attribute table for the hearth points.

Figure 4: a suspect charcoal hearth on the aspect map – which lies in a
predominantly southwardly sloped area – with the two cross sections used for measurements.
ArcGIS analysis - slope
Secondly, slope is taken into consideration. As discussed before, hearths in sloped,
mountainous areas like the northeast of the USA were usually smaller than those on flat areas.
Slopes were helpful for draining water and charcoal from finished processes, but also
facilitated the movement of wood to the hearth and made the process less labour intensive
(Kemper, 1941, Ludemann, 2003). Measuring the slope is done by using the DEM and aspect
map derived from the DEM. Two variables are measured for each hearth: the inner slope
(which is defined as the slope between the lowest points of the two ditches, as this is the most
easily recognizable boundary of the hearth) and the outer slope (the slope starting at 10
metres uphill from the lowest point of the ditch and ending 10 metres downhill from the
lowest point of the other ditch). Slopes are again measured by looking at the slope direction
found by using the Extract Values to Points function on the aspect map and hearths feature
layer. Two cross sections are used again: one running parallel to the slope direction and
through the centre of the hearth, and one running perpendicular to the slope direction and
through the centre of the hearth. For the inner slope, the vertical distance covered within the
horizontal distance between the two ditches is noted in both of these directions. Both
measurements are divided by the horizontal distance between the ditches, resulting in a value
of vertical distance in metres per horizontal metre. The average of both of these values is then
taken and entered into the attribute table. For outer slope measurements, the same procedure
occurs but with the horizontal distance being the width between the ditches plus 10 metres on
either side of the hearth.

Figure 5: The cross section of a suspect charcoal hearth with the red line showing the
measurement area for the inner slope and the blue line showing that for the outer slope.
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ArcGIS analysis – land cover
The last parameter that is looked into is land cover. Hearths were mostly built in forested
areas to enable easier transport of wood to the hearths, but could also sometimes be found in
areas with other types of land cover. To facilitate this part of the research, a relatively
expansive topographical map from 1841 (the Urmesstischblatt) has been obtained through the
UvA Geoportal. While this map is less clear than ideal in showing what the land cover in
some areas might have been, with some deciphering 6 categories are established based on the
land cover suspected to be there in 1841 (unvegetated sandy areas, forests on parabolic dunes,
forests on transverse dunes, meadows, old-growth forests and newly planted forests). Hearths
are assigned a category based on their location on this map and the land cover category
assigned to that part of the research area. These categories are then entered into the attribute
table for the hearths.

Figure 6: Topographical map of 1841 overlaid with the hearths in the research area.
Fieldwork
The fieldwork period of 2-05-2018 until 9-05-2018 serves as a validation period. Since the
research in charcoal hearths is quite new and my experience identifying these hearths from
LIDAR data was even newer, in this period as many LIDAR-identified hearths as possible
are visited. Using the built-in ArcMap and GPS of the Yuma tablet, hearths are located infield. When found, an auger or shovel is used to search for evidence of charcoal production in
the vicinity: charcoal pieces or a clear charcoal layer visible in the soil are used as a clear
indicator of a hearth site. Additionally, nearby uprooted trees provide a clear pre-made profile
of the soil layers which makes detection of charcoal in the soil easier and more convenient.
The hearths are then categorized as being either plausible, disproven or confirmed, which is
entered into the attribute table. Only validated hearths are taken to the next step.
Matlab analysis
After building a comprehensive attribute table from all the previously mentioned
measurements, the table is exported to be further analysed using Matlab. The table at this
point has the following information: hearth location in X- and Y-coordinates, aspect of the
hearths, diameter of the hearths, two types of slope data (inner and outer slope) and the land
cover category of the hearth site. Firstly, size and slope data are visualized in a histogram to
show distribution of these values across the area. The values are then checked for statistical
relationships, with the numeric parameters (size and slope) being plotted against each other in
a scatterplot with a linear regression model fitted, and with Kruskal-Wallis tests being used to
determine the influence of the categorical land cover on size and slope.
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Results
In this section, the results found after all steps of analysis have taken place will be discussed.
The results will be for the total number of hearths that were validated in-field after remote
detection using ArcGIS, which is 63.
Exploring the data – summary statistics
Table 1 shows the summary statistics for the three numeric values that were researched. First
of all, the smallest hearth discovered was only 3.25 metres wide from ditch to ditch, while the
largest was 24 metres wide, leading to a range of 20.75 metres. The mean value of the
diameter was 10.8695 metres, lying in the range of 8-11 metres found by Raab et al. (2017) in
sloped hearths in Connecticut and by Pèlachs et al. (2009) in the Pyrenees. The standard
deviation found in this dataset is 4.4873 metres, which fits 4.6241 times within the entire
range of diameters.
For the inner slope values, the smallest value recorded was 0.0002 metres vertical
distance per metre horizontal distance, from here on called mZ/mX, (~0.01°), and the greatest
recorded value was 0.1526 mZ/mX (~8.67°). An average of 0.0285 mZ/mX (~1.63°) was
found, with a standard deviation of 0.0357 mZ/mX (~2.04°) and a range of 0.1524 mZ/mX
(~8.66°). The standard deviation fits 4.2749 times within the range of the inner slope.
As for the outer slope, the minimum value found is 0.0005 mZ/mX (~0.29°) and the
maximum value is 0.1496 mZ/mX (~8.51°), giving a range of 0.1491 mZ/mX (~8.48°). The
mean outer slope value is 0.0395 mZ/mX (~2.26°) and the standard deviation is 0.0455
mZ/mX (~2.61°), which fits 3.2772 times within the range of the outer slope. The minimum
outer slope value found in the research area corresponds to those found in hearths in other flat
parts of Brandenburg (Raab et al., 2014), while the maximum outer slope value is similar to
those found in hearths in the hills of Connecticut (Raab et al., 2017).
Table 1
Summary statistics
n = 63
Diameter (m)
Inner slope (mZ/mX)
Outer slope (mZ/mX)

min
3.25
0.0002
0.0005

max
24
0.1526
0.1496

mean
10.8695
0.0285
0.0395

std
4.4873
0.0357
0.0455

Exploring the data - frequency distributions
Figure 7 shows the frequency distributions of all 4 parameters that were measured for each
charcoal hearth. The frequency distribution of the diameter of the hearths indicates that, while
there is a slight right skew to the distribution, the diameters found exhibit a fair degree of
normality. To test this, a Lilliefors test on the diameter data was done, which failed to reject
the null hypothesis that the data was normally distributed (k = 0.1114, c = 0.1102). The most
abundant category of hearth diameters is 5.33 to 7.4 metres, with 13 hearths falling within
this category.
The frequency distribution of the inner slopes is heavily skewed to the right. It
exhibits no normality (k = 0.1114, c = 0.2605) and shows the rarity of hearths with excessive
inner slopes. The most occurring category of inner slopes is 0 to 0.0154 mZ/mX, with 35
hearths being found within this category.
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The frequency distribution of the outer slopes is relatively similar to that of the
distribution for inner slopes. It is also heavily skewed to the right with no normality (k =
0.1114, c = 0.2116). Large outer slope values are also shown to be rarer than relatively flat
slopes, but there is a slight bump in observations for hearths with outer slope values greater
than 0.6 mZ/mX, which does not occur in the frequency distribution of the inner slopes. This
coincides with the findings of the summary statistics: the outer slopes of the charcoal hearths
are usually larger than the inner slopes, due to the construction of platforms on sloped land
upon which the hearth would be built. The most abundant category for outer slope values is 0
to 0.0154 mZ/mX, with 30 observations being within this category.
Finally, the frequency distribution for the land cover of the hearth sites indicates that
most of the hearths were located on forested areas. The category with the most observations
is that of forest on transverse dunes, which contains 31 observations, while the least abundant
category is meadow, which only has 4 hearths. Since the data is categorical and non-ordinal,
there is no interest to check for normality or skew.

Figure 7: Frequency distributions of the four parameters that were researched, with the yaxis on all graphs representing the number of observations. (a): distribution of the diameter
(m) of the hearths; (b) distribution of the inner slope (mZ/mX) of the hearths; (c): distribution
of the outer slope (mZ/mX) of the hearths; (d): distribution of the land cover of the hearths (1
= unvegetated sandy areas, 2 = forests on parabolic dunes, 3 = forests on transverse dunes,
4 = meadows, 5 = old-growth forests and 6 = newly planted forests).
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Exploring the data – spatial distribution
After the frequency distributions have been noted, the spatial distribution of the charcoal
hearths and their associated values will be observed. First of all, the spatial distribution of the
validated charcoal hearths in general is plotted over a DEM of the research area in figure I
(see Appendix A). Immediately visible is that most hearths that have been validated are either
within fairly sloped areas like the northern parabolic dunes and the central Lange Horstberge,
or are in close proximity to sloped areas. Only 10 of the 63 validated charcoal hearths lie in
flat areas that are significantly far removed from sloped landmark features. 39 of the 63
charcoal hearths are located at or near the Lange Horstberge, with 14 charcoal hearths being
located in or near the northern parabolic dunes.
Figure II shows the diameter of the charcoal hearths, subdivided in seven classes,
plotted against a DEM of the research area. The largest hearths are located in either the flat
area in the north-eastern part of the research area or just to the north of the Lange Horstberge,
with smaller hearths being located in the northern parabolic dunes, in the central flats of the
area and on the southern ridge of the Lange Horstberge.
Figure III and IV show respectively the inner and the outer slope of the hearths, again
subdivided in seven categories and plotted against a DEM of the research area. The spatial
distribution of the slope values is generally the opposite of the spatial distribution of diameter
values: larger slopes occur on the southern ridge of the Lange Horstberge and in the northern
parabolic dunes, with smaller slopes located mainly along the northern side of the Lange
Horstberge and in the flatland in between the parabolic dunes and the Lange Horstberge.
Figure V shows the land cover of the hearths, derived from a topographic map from
1841 (the Urmesstischblatt) and again plotted against a DEM of the research area. Most of
the hearths are in areas which were forested at the time. Hearths built on forested areas,
especially those at the Lange Horstberge, are clustered closely together, while hearths built
on meadows are spread far in between.
Exploring the data – scatterplots
In order to visualize the relationships between the different parameters, three scatterplots
have been created. Since land cover, one of the four researched parameters, was non-numeric
but instead categorical, the chosen visualization method was grouped scatterplots. These
show the three numeric parameters plotted against each other, where each observation is
assigned a specific symbol to indicate what type of land cover was located at the hearth site.
The first scatterplot shows diameter plotted against inner slope. Immediately visible is
that hearths with a larger diameter exhibit a lower inner slope value in general, and vice versa.
This again supports findings by Raab et al. (2017) and results found during analysis of the
spatial distribution in the previous paragraph. Secondly, hearths built on old-growth forests
and newly planted forests seem to be larger and flatter, while hearths built on forest on
parabolic dunes and forest on transverse dunes are generally smaller and have a larger inner
sloped. Hearths constructed on meadows and unvegetated sandy areas display a different
spread: they are both relatively small and relatively flat.
The second scatterplot shows diameter plotted against outer slope. The spread of the
points in this scatterplot resembles the spread in the previous scatterplot, where hearths with
larger diameters again show lower slopes. Similarly, hearths in old-growth and newly planted
forests show a larger diameter and lower outer slope, and slopes on the forested dunes are
again larger and have less of a slope in their surroundings.
The third scatterplot shows inner slope plotted against outer slope. Most hearths are
clustered in the lower left hand corner, since large slopes are relatively rare – as seen in the
previously discussed frequency distributions. Generally, the only hearths that exhibit large
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slopes are found on forested areas on parabolic dunes and transverse dunes. The spread of the
points seems to indicate that a larger inner slope leads to a larger outer slope and vice versa.

Figure 8: Grouped scatterplots of the three numeric parameters where symbology indicates
land cover. (a): Diameter (m) plotted against inner slope (mZ/mX); (b): Diameter (m) plotted
against outer slope (mZ/mX); (c): Inner slope (mZ/mX) plotted against outer slope (mZ/mX).
Legend for symbology: 1 = unvegetated sandy areas, 2 = forests on parabolic dunes, 3 =
forests on transverse dunes, 4 = meadows, 5 = old-growth forests and 6 = newly planted
forests.
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Analysing the data - regression models
Now that the data has been fully explored, the statistical relationships will need to be found to
accurately answer the main research question. To properly map any statistical relationships
the three numeric parameters might have on each other, a regression model is fit to the data.
After exploration of the data, the regression model chosen is a linear regression model. This
is due to the following reasons: first of all, the residuals found in all three linear regression
models do not show exceptional deviation from normality, and the linear regression model is
quite robust to the slight deviation that does occur. Secondly, the residuals exhibit relative
homogeneity, with no clear patterns visible in their spread. Third of all, quadratic or cubic
models do not significantly decrease residuals for the model, and do therefore not provide a
significantly more accurate regression model. Lastly, a robust fit model was tested but was
shown to drastically underestimate values due to the overzealous exemption of outliers from
the regression model.
The first regression model plots diameter against inner slope in a scatterplot similar to
figure 8a, except without the grouped symbology. The formula for the regression line in this
model is y = -0.0029x + 0.06. The line shows that the inner slope decreases slightly with a
factor of 0.0029 mZ/mX per added meter of diameter, a slight negative relationship. While
the model provides a relatively low R-squared value of 0.137, it does give a p-value of
0.00288. This allows the rejection of the null hypothesis stating that there is no relationship
between diameter and inner slope since the p-value is smaller than the chosen significance
level (α = 0.05), but also indicates that only a relatively small amount of the variation found
in the data is caused by this relationship.
The second regression model plots diameter against outer slope. The formula for the
regression line derived from this model is y = -0.004x + 0.083, meaning that for each added
meter of diameter, the associated outer slope decreases by 0.083 mZ/mX. The regression line
is steeper than the one found in the diameter-inner slope regression model, indicating that the
negative relationship between diameter and outer slope is greater than the negative
relationship between diameter and inner slope. The regression model provided a R-squared
value of 0.156 and a p-value of 0.00135. This again allows for rejection of the null hypothesis
that diameter and outer slope are not at all related, but reveals that the influence of the
relationship is still relatively small – albeit larger than the influence of the diameter-inner
slope relationship.
The third regression model plots inner slope against outer slope. The formula of the
regression line that follows from this regression model is y = 1.027x + 0.0103, which means
that for each additional 0.1 mZ/mX of inner slope, the outer slope increases by 0.1027.
Therefore, there is a clear positive relationship between inner and outer slope. The R-squared
value from the regression model is 0.648 and the p-value is 1.86*10-15, so the null hypothesis
of there being no relationship between both slope types is rejected. Aditionally, the high Rsquared value means that a large amount of the values that both slope types hold is explained
by this relationship.
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Figure 9: Linear regression models of the three numeric parameters. (a): the regression
model for diameter (m) and inner slope (mZ/mX); (b): the regression model for diameter (m)
and outer slope (mZ/mX); (c): the regression model for inner slope (mZ/mX) and outer slope
(mZ/mX).
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Analysing the data – Kruskal-Wallis tests
Now that the relationships between all numeric parameters have been statistically analysed
for significance, the influence of land cover on the numeric parameters is tested. Since land
cover is a categorical parameter, relationships with diameter, inner and outer slope that may
occur cannot be tested with a regression model. Instead, the Kruskal-Wallis test is used to
determine if there are statistical differences within diameter, inner and outer slope values
grouped by land cover. This test is chosen specifically due to its nonparametric nature: the
diameter and slope values that are grouped under land cover categories are not normally
distributed, so the one-way ANOVA is not appropriate to use. After the Kruskal-Wallis test, a
multiple comparisons test is run to determine which groups cause these differences. Since the
Kruskal-Wallis test requires groups to be of equal size, appropriate numbers of NaNs have
been added to groups with less observations than needed to run the test.
The first Kruskal-Wallis test investigates the difference between diameters grouped in
land cover categories. It provides a p-value of 0.0026, which is lower than the chosen
significance level α = 0.05. Therefore, there is a statistically significant difference in the
diameter values grouped by land cover. After running the multiple comparisons test, the
diameters between group 6 (newly planted forests) on one side and group 1 (unvegetated
sandy areas) and group 3 (forests on transverse dunes) on the other side are significantly
different. This means that the diameter of hearths built on newly planted forests is
significantly higher than the diameter of hearths built on unvegetated sandy areas and forests
on transverse dunes, but that there are no other significant differences between groups.
The second Kruskal-Wallis test concerns the difference between inner slope values
grouped in land cover categories. It gives a p-value of 1.4876*10-5, showing significant
differences between groups. The multiple comparisons test shows that these differences occur
both between group 2 (forests on parabolic dunes) and group 3 (forests on parabolic dunes)
on one side and group 5 (old-growth forests) and group 6 (newly planted forests) on the other
side. The inner slope of hearths built on forests on both parabolic dunes and transverse dunes
is significantly higher than the inner slope of hearths built on old-growth and newly planted
forests, but there are no other significant differences between the land cover groups.
The third and final Kruskal-Wallis test determines the difference between outer slope
values grouped in land cover categories. The p-value associated with this test is 2.3843*10-6,
again indicating significant differences between groups. After running the multiple
comparisons test, the significant differences are revealed to be between group 3 (forests on
transverse dunes) on one side and group 1 (unvegetated sandy areas), group 5 (old-growth
forests) and group 6 (newly planted forests) on the other side. Outer slope values of hearths
built in forests on transverse dunes are shown to be significantly higher than those built on
unvegetated sandy areas, old-growth and newly planted forests, with no additional significant
differences between groups.
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Figure 10: Boxplots resulting from the Kruskal-Wallis test on land cover and the three
numeric parameters. (a): boxplot of the Kruskal-Wallis test on diameter (m) and land cover;
(b): boxplot of the Kruskal-Wallis test on inner slope (mZ/mX) and land cover; (c) boxplot of
the Kruskal-Wallis test on outer slope (mZ/mX) and land cover. Legend for land cover
groups: 1 = unvegetated sandy areas, 2 = forests on parabolic dunes, 3 = forests on
transverse dunes, 4 = meadows, 5 = old-growth forests and 6 = newly planted forests.
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Discussion
This paragraph will interpret and analyse the results found in the previous paragraph, to
prepare the answering of the research questions. After this, a recommendation to improve
future research in this area is made.
Interpretation of the results
First of all, while there have not been major comparison studies done on the slopes of
charcoal hearths or their former land cover, the diameter of charcoal hearths has been fairly
well documented. The frequency distributions seen in figure 11 are those as found in this
research by ArcGIS analysis and in-field validation, as well as those found using GIS
analysis by Raab et al. (2015). These hearths were found in the Längschwalder Heide, an area
somewhat similar to the area where this research was done. The two histograms show a
similar distribution: while smaller hearths were found in greater numbers, the distributions
skew to the right and the range from the mean and median to the maximum is much larger
than the range from the mean and median to the minimum. This strengthens the validity of
the diameter distribution found during this research.

Figure 11: Histograms of the diameters of (a) charcoal hearths found during the fieldwork in
Horstwalde and (b) charcoal hearths found in the Jänschwalder Heide. (Raab et al., 2015)
Concerning the spatial clustering of validated hearths around sloped areas, possible
explanations are twofold: it might be possible that the charcoal manufacturers in the
Horstwalde area simply preferred to construct their hearths on sloped features due to the ease
of transport to and from the hearth. Additionally, the remainder of the area has seen a large
transformation from mainly being forested in 1841 to being largely used for agriculture in
current times. The extensive ploughing that took place after this transition might make the
charcoal hearths not located on sloped features much harder to find and therefore excluded
from this research, since the subtle relief that was characteristic for a charcoal hearth is
repeatedly disturbed and the layer of charcoal pieces used for validation of the hearth is
scattered throughout different soil layers.
The inner slope values found in this research were usually lower than the outer slope
values, corroborated by the regression model of the two slope parameters. A likely
explanation for this lies in the fact that hearths built on slopes were usually built on
previously constructed platforms, making the area on which the hearth was located less
sloped than the surrounding area (Raab et al., 2017).
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The relationship between diameter and slopes as found during this research coincides
with findings by Raab et al. (2017) concerning the size of charcoal hearths on sloped features
versus the size of those located on flat land. Sloped areas would need more construction
efforts to create the platforms on which the hearths would sit, as opposed to the already flat
land found on other locations. This would lead to charcoal manufacturers creating smaller
hearths on sloped areas, while they did not have these extra challenges when constructing
hearths on flat land.
A hypothesis for the large size and large numbers of hearths on the northern part of
the Lange Horstberge is as follows: while the ground where the hearths are located on is flat
which makes it easier to construct large hearths, a slope is located fairly nearby which also
gives these hearths the perks of easier transport. Additionally, Figure V shows that most of
the Lange Horstberge was covered in forests, so an easily accessible source of fuel would be
available uphill. Due to having both the benefits of a hearth on flat land and a hearth on
sloped land with plenty of fuel available, this would be an ideal area to construct charcoal
hearths.
Lastly, the differences in diameter and slope found when grouping the hearths in land
cover categories can also be explained by the discovered diameter-slope relationship: land
cover categories like forest on transverse dunes are only found on sloped features, while
categories like meadows are exclusively found on flat land, leading to the significant
differences in diameter and slope between groups found in this research. The fact that some
hearths were built on non-forested areas like the unvegetated sandy areas found in the north
can be explained by the proximity to wooded areas in the surrounding parabolic dunes.
Recommendation and side note
It is not out of the question that the frequency distributions of the hearths and their spatial
distribution have been influenced by the limited time available for the fieldwork period. Since
only validated hearths were taken to the analysis stage, hearths that were difficult to spot or
validate due to, for example, the previously mentioned ploughing were not included in the
analysis. A possible solution to this is the extension of the fieldwork period or, if this research
is continued sometime in the future, the inclusion of results from this fieldwork period so that
future researchers do not have to investigate the already discovered and analysed hearths.
This might lead to future researchers finding hearths that were overlooked during this year.
Additionally, while LIDAR data is highly accurate compared to other forms of geospatial
mapping, it is not perfect. The data has a vertical accuracy of 30-50 cm, meaning that the
slopes and sizes measured during this research might slightly differ from their actual, realworld values.
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Conclusion
This section will answer the proposed research questions based on the information gained
during this research. First of all, the sub questions will be answered, which were:
“What is the spatial and statistical distribution of charcoal hearths sizewise?”
After analysis, the statistical distribution revealed that, while most charcoal hearths were on
the smaller side of the spectrum, the range from the mean size to the maximum was
significantly larger than from the mean to the minimum. The size of the charcoal hearths was
fairly normally distributed with a skew to the right and the findings were similar to an earlier
study near the research area. Spatially, the larger charcoal hearths are found on the flat areas
between the parabolic dunes and the Lange Horstberge, as well as along the northern ridge of
the Lange Horstberge.
“What is the spatial and statistical distribution of charcoal hearths slopewise?”
Inner and outer slope show relatively similar statistical distributions, with the slope of most
charcoal hearths falling in the lowest slope category. The distributions exhibit a large skew to
the right, and charcoal hearths typically exhibit a larger outer slope than an inner slope. In the
spatial distribution, charcoal hearths with larger slopes are located in the northern parabolic
dunes and along the southern ridge of the Lange Horstberge, while those with smaller slopes
are located in the areas in between these features.
“What is the spatial and statistical distribution of charcoal hearths in terms of historic land
cover?”
The statistical distribution show that most charcoal hearths were built on areas that were
covered with forests at the time. Relatively few were built on non-forested areas, with, in
order of charcoal hearth abundance, unvegetated sandy areas and meadows. The charcoal
hearths built on forested – especially those constructed in forests on transverse dunes - are
clustered closely together, while charcoal hearths built on meadows were sparse and spread
far in between.
The main research question was:
“How are the size, slope and former land cover of relict charcoal hearths spatially and
statistically distributed, and what are the statistical relationships between these parameters?”
The most striking statistical relationship discovered is the clear positive relationship between
inner and outer slope of charcoal hearths. Outer slopes are generally larger than inner slopes
due to the construction of platforms for charcoal hearths on sloped areas, but these platforms
were shown to be far from flat. Additionally, less influential but still significant negative
relationships are discovered between the inner and outer slope and diameter of charcoal
hearths. Larger charcoal hearths were found in flatter areas, while charcoal hearths on sloped
areas generally had smaller diameters, a finding that coincides with previous research on the
topic. Lastly, since land cover and slope are related, there were also significant differences
between diameter, inner and outer slope of charcoal hearths when grouped in land cover
categories. Larger hearths occurred in forested areas on flat land or next to sloped features,
while smaller hearths were found in forested areas on hillsides.
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Appendix A: Maps

Figure I: Map detailing the locations of hearths in the research area.
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Figure II: Map detailing the diameter of hearths in the research area.
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Figure III: Map detailing the inner slope of hearths in the research area.
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Figure IV: Map detailing the outer slope of hearths in the research area.
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Figure V: Map detailing the land cover of hearths in the research area.
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Appendix B: Table of all measurements
Table I
All measurements derived from ArcGIS analysis
OBJECTID RASTERVALU
1
214.4401
2
284.3221
3
204.0635
4
319.0583
6
272.2015
7
94.317
8
151.2098
9
290.9922
10
274.7096
11
5.854
12
281.8741
13
280.3083
14
341.8729
15
67.9099
16
187.8408
17
215.8094
18
89.2964
19
92.5399
20
263.4192
21
327.0574
22
179.3047
23
54.1046
24
216.9307
25
351.0564
26
215.7881

Diameter InnerSlope OuterSlope
(m)
(mZ/mX) (mZ/mX)
LandCover POINT_X (m)
POINT_Y (m)
8.25
0.0478
0.0093
1
388863.8047
5771992.509
11.7
0.0282
0.0289
2
388829.3393
5771869.831
10.75
0.0149
0.0107
2
389357.4024
5771655.082
7.5
0.0047
0.0165
2
389349.4649
5771684.45
6.5
0.0186
0.0031
2
389227.5381
5771960.263
6.5
0.0083
0.002
4
389637.4323
5770681.163
6.9
0.0782
0.0879
2
388987.3387
5771849.321
6.65
0.0068
0.0064
1
388863.9009
5771982.455
6.55
0.05
0.0072
2
388074.7692
5771771.163
8.75
0.008
0.0043
1
388029.9188
5771960.789
7.65
0.0136
0.004
1
388036.5334
5771968.726
7.1
0.0144
0.0088
1
388093.6941
5771967.138
7.3
0.0058
0.0041
1
388212.1899
5771974.048
10.2
0.0133
0.0025
6
391645
5770521
15.8
0.0009
0.0009
6
391914
5770712
16.65
0.0069
0.0046
6
391951.6973
5770801.751
15.6
0.0057
0.0024
6
391966.8834
5771151.527
15.7
0.0014
0.0007
6
391945.0552
5771124.143
14.05
0.0047
0.0032
6
391760.6618
5771061.727
13.5
0.0128
0.0101
2
390881.1753
5771935.274
11.75
0.1526
0.1205
2
390721.622
5771943.711
6.65
0.0003
0.0006
4
390847.6338
5770954.031
19.9
0.0048
0.006
6
391632.5307
5770918.394
14.15
0.0034
0.0088
6
391743.293
5770596.183
8.2
0.0146
0.0017
3
389648.0678
5769638.718
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28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
39
40
41
43
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
69
90
91
92

177.58
8.9725
159.752
265.5823
331.7373
347.1957
120.2885
184.3475
210.3089
214.2018
281.3116
239.0388
177.0392
184.0567
171.4783
28.0205
359.2144
30.9646
332.9811
43.0905
322.2532
34.4025
320.1935
130.7698
15.2558
144.4773
36.6759
216.8745
245.3153
224.3194

13.65
14.75
8.25
12.1
17.25
19
16.35
6.25
5.1
8.75
10.25
18.13
10.1
3.25
8
11.25
13
22.5
11.75
9.5
24
9.7
16.95
8.75
10.4
7.8
7.25
11.85
10.4
11.55

0.0023
0.0033
0.0109
0.0174
0.0088
0.0404
0.0112
0.134
0.0784
0.13
0.0002
0.0025
0.052
0.1077
0.1156
0.012
0.041
0.0018
0.0532
0.0116
0.0031
0.0155
0.0024
0.0199
0.0043
0.016
0.031
0.0154
0.0166
0.0307

0.005
0.0005
0.0243
0.0199
0.033
0.07
0.0281
0.111
0.1096
0.1292
0.0019
0.0034
0.1146
0.1419
0.1188
0.0352
0.0464
0.0112
0.0819
0.0108
0.0063
0.017
0.0071
0.0441
0.0127
0.0403
0.0435
0.0266
0.0342
0.0246

5
5
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
5
5
3
3
3
3
3
5
3
5
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
4
3

389694.4229
389645.6866
388131.5484
388163.2455
389762.7788
389285.3875
389264.2729
388553.9119
389482.9217
389962.4138
389695.9778
389659.4652
389535.9046
389272.0309
388566.5946
389958.6232
388945.9285
388774.4781
389780.1376
389574.0086
389513.1543
389455.475
389361.217
389401.7749
389284.1569
389657.3328
389568.9776
388154.8285
388144
388498.523

33
5769674.754
5769683.803
5769585.761
5769584.247
5769642.171
5769626.255
5769628.204
5769560.773
5769530.682
5769567.128
5769659.336
5769652.721
5769514.608
5769563.437
5769567.373
5769698.249
5769681.646
5769686.607
5769645.194
5769644.801
5769641.494
5769632.895
5769656.046
5769576.143
5769658.03
5769612.431
5769533.261
5769598.021
5769570
5769583.733
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94
95
96
97
98
99
100

334.0915
132.4047
162.7337
166.2882
135
171.4738
173.3514
139.7252

10.6
6.65
5.1
9.9
4.4
12.4
6.75
6.9

0.0146
0.0368
0.048
0.0422
0.0136
0.0242
0.02
0.0841

0.0204
0.124
0.1235
0.1154
0.0873
0.0739
0.0892
0.1496

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

389339.8997
389631.2065
389658.194
389713.7567
389748.6817
389816.1506
389845.5194
389904.257

34
5769554.364
5769513.089
5769514.677
5769521.027
5769525.789
5769537.696
5769541.664
5769558.333
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Appendix C: Matlab script for statistical analysis
%% Statistical Analyses for Charcoal Heart Data%%
%% Lukas Struiksma, 2018 %%
%% Bachelor Thesis Earth Sciences %%
clear
close all
clc
[ID,Aspect,Diameter,InnerSlope,OuterSlope,LandCover,X,Y] =
textread('FinalTable.txt','%d%f%f%f%f%d%f%f','headerlines',1,'delimiter',',
');
AllData = table(Diameter,InnerSlope,OuterSlope,LandCover,X,Y);
categorical(LandCover);
X = X - min(X);
Y = Y - min(Y);
XY = [X,Y];
lmDIS = fitlm(Diameter,InnerSlope);
lmDOS = fitlm(Diameter,OuterSlope);
lmSS = fitlm(InnerSlope,OuterSlope);
Selection1 = LandCover == 1;
Selection2 = LandCover == 2;
Selection3 = LandCover == 3;
Selection4 = LandCover == 4;
Selection5 = LandCover == 5;
Selection6 = LandCover == 6;
SandHearths = AllData(Selection1,:);
HeathPDHearths = AllData(Selection2,:);
HeathTDHearths = AllData(Selection3,:);
MeadowHearths = AllData(Selection4,:);
OldForestHearths = AllData(Selection5,:);
YoungForestHearths = AllData(Selection6,:);
DiameterSand = [Diameter(Selection1);NaN*ones(25,1)];
DiameterHeathPD = [Diameter(Selection2);NaN*ones(23,1)];
DiameterHeathTD = Diameter(Selection3);
DiameterMeadow = [Diameter(Selection4);NaN*ones(27,1)];
DiameterOldForest = [Diameter(Selection5);NaN*ones(25,1)];
DiameterYoungForest = [Diameter(Selection6);NaN*ones(23,1)];
DiameterLandCover =
[DiameterSand,DiameterHeathPD,DiameterHeathTD,DiameterMeadow,DiameterOldFor
est,DiameterYoungForest];
InnerSlopeSand = [InnerSlope(Selection1);NaN*ones(25,1)];
InnerSlopeHeathPD = [InnerSlope(Selection2);NaN*ones(23,1)];
InnerSlopeHeathTD = InnerSlope(Selection3);
InnerSlopeMeadow = [InnerSlope(Selection4);NaN*ones(27,1)];
InnerSlopeOldForest = [InnerSlope(Selection5);NaN*ones(25,1)];
InnerSlopeYoungForest = [InnerSlope(Selection6);NaN*ones(23,1)];
InnerSlopeLandCover =
[InnerSlopeSand,InnerSlopeHeathPD,InnerSlopeHeathTD,InnerSlopeMeadow,InnerS
lopeOldForest,InnerSlopeYoungForest];
OuterSlopeSand = [OuterSlope(Selection1);NaN*ones(25,1)];
OuterSlopeHeathPD = [OuterSlope(Selection2);NaN*ones(23,1)];
OuterSlopeHeathTD = OuterSlope(Selection3);
OuterSlopeMeadow = [OuterSlope(Selection4);NaN*ones(27,1)];
OuterSlopeOldForest = [OuterSlope(Selection5);NaN*ones(25,1)];
OuterSlopeYoungForest = [OuterSlope(Selection6);NaN*ones(23,1)];
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OuterSlopeLandCover =
[OuterSlopeSand,OuterSlopeHeathPD,OuterSlopeHeathTD,OuterSlopeMeadow,OuterS
lopeOldForest,OuterSlopeYoungForest];
[hD,pD,cD,kD] = lillietest(Diameter);
[hI,pI,cI,kI] = lillietest(InnerSlope);
[hO,pO,cO,kO] = lillietest(OuterSlope);
[pDLC,tbl,statsDLC] = kruskalwallis(DiameterLandCover);
[pILC,tbl,statsILC] = kruskalwallis(InnerSlopeLandCover);
[pOLC,tbl,statsOLC] = kruskalwallis(OuterSlopeLandCover);
mcDLC = multcompare(statsDLC);
mcILC = multcompare(statsILC);
mcOLC = multcompare(statsOLC);
[pDIS] = coefTest(lmDIS);
[pDOS] = coefTest(lmDOS);
[pSS] = coefTest(lmSS);
close all

